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Abstract 
Koike, K., On a conjecture of Stanley on Jack symmetric functions, Discrete Mathematics 115 (1993) 
211-216. 
The Jack symmetric function J,(x; G() is a symmetric function with interesting properties that J,(x; 2) 
is a spherical function of the symmetric pair (GL(n, FQ O(n, [w)) and that J,(x; 1) is the Schur function 
S,(x). Many interesting conjectures about the combinatorial properties of J,(x;cc) are given by 
Stanley (1989). In this paper we give an affirmative answer to one of his conjectures. 
0. Introduction 
In [6] Stanley gave a series of interesting conjectures concerning Jack symmetric 
functions. In this paper we give an affirmative answer to one of his conjectures, which 
is as follows. 
Conjecture 0.1. 
Here J,(x;a) is the Jack symmetric function, with parameter a corresponding to 
a partition 1” (see Section 1 and also [6] for the precise definition) and SA(x) is the 
Schur function corresponding to a partition I and (a),:= a(a - 1) (a - 2) ... (a - r + 1) 
denotes the lower factorial. 
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The proof of this conjecture reduces to the following polynomial identity: 
s 
c 0 
(C! + s +j),(u - a), 
u+o=s u (2u+j),(u+s+j+ l),,=l 
U>O, D>O 
where s andj are nonnegative integers. We give a proof of this identity in Lemma 1.4. 
Jackson pointed out that this identity also can be shown by using the problem of 
hypergeometric series 4+3 (see [3]). 
1. Results 
We first give the definition of Jack symmetric functions. We use the same notation 
as in [S]. 
Let A:= lim & be a projective limit as a graded algebra, where 
- 
is the ring of symmetric polynomials in n variables and the homomorphisms 
Pn+l,n. .A n+l +A, of the projective system are defined by putting x,+ 1 = 0, namely, 
Pn+l.n(f(XI,XZI ... ,~,~,~,+~))=f(x~~x~,...,x,,O) forSEA, 
A can be considered as the ring of symmetric functions in countably many variables 
x1,x2, ...> x,, . of finite degrees. Let p,. = C,?= 1 x; E A be the power sum of degree r. 
We denote that the set of partitions by g; by definition, an element 1. of @ is 
a nonincreasing sequence of finite positive integers, i.e., I. = (A,, i2, . . . , Al), where 
A1 3 I,, > ... 3 AI > 0. 1 is called the length of /z and is denoted by /(A). 
For 1 E 53, we define the product of power sums by p/. = nf= 1 pE., and the monomial 
symmetric functions by mj.=CI* t 3, 2, wx’ (= {the orbit sum of x’=xil xi2 ... X~I 
under the permutations of the variables {xi}}), where S”, denotes the stabilizer of x1 
in these permutations.) 
In order to define Jack symmetric polynomials, we must extend the ring A to 
A @ Q(M), where z is an indeterminate and Q(U) is the rational function field in one 
variable a. 
We introduce an inner product ( , ) in A @ Q(E) as follows: 
(P;., P,> = fi;+z;. @‘> 
where zl=ni,,P(‘) mi(/2)! and mi(A) is the multiplicity of i in the multiset 
(&,I.,, . . ,/?I}. 
The Jack symmetric functions are defined or characterized as follows. 
Definition (see also 163). 
(1) ,I,@; a) = mj, + 1 u&)m,, 
A>@ 
(2) (Jn(x; x), J,(x; c()) =0 if 1. #P, 
where > denotes Snapper order in the set of f~, namely, A>, p if and only if 
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j., +jv2+ ... +j.i>pl+&+ ... +pi for all i= 1,2, . . . ,n, . . . . 
From the above, the Jack symmetric functions Jn(x;cc) are obtained 
Gram-Schmidt’s orthogonalization to the ordered basis 
{%V q21”-2), q221n-9, . ..~~(.,) 
by applying 
(where we arrange Mj, in the reverse lexicographic order of partitions). 
J,(x; CI) is a deformation of the zonal spherical function on the symmetric space 
(GL(n, R)/O(n, R)) (see [6] for other properties of Jack symmetric functions.) 
Let SA be the Schur function corresponding to a partition A, namely, using the above 
notation, SA is equal to J,(x; 1). We will write down Conjecture 0.1 again as follows. 
Theorem 1.1. 
J,~L~JJ(X;CZ)= 1 (i),(X+i+j)i~,(i+j-r)!S,?‘I”‘~,“,,. 
r=O 
Proof. We first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. 
S,,r,:,t-.,+,,= c (2i+j-2k)! k=O(r-k)!(2i+j-2r)!(2itj-r-k+1),_,’r~”k”:’~””” 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Put I. = (2’ 1 2(imr)+j) and p = (2k 1 2(i-k)+j). The Kostka coefficient 
KI,, is given by the number of semistandard tableaux of shape i and weight p (see [S, 
p. 41). In this case 
K&i! = {the number of ways of putting k + 1, k + 2, . . . ,2i ~ k + j in the lower 
vacant squares in Fig. 1 such that the resulting tableau should be 
a Young tableau) 
= {the number of standard tableaux of shape (2*-k 1 2(i-r)+j)). 
Therefore, if we use the hook length formula of degrees of irreducible representa- 
tions of symmetric groups (see [J-K] p. 56, Theorem 2.3.21 and p. 107 Corollary 
3.1.13) we have 
(2i+j-2k)! 
K”‘=(r-k)!(2i+j-2r)!(2i+j-r-k+l),._k. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (continued). Substitute the above result into the first formula 
and compare it with formula (46) in [6, p. 1051; then Theorem 1.1 reduces to proving 
the following lemma. 
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Fig. 1. 
Lemma 1.3. For Jixed i 2 k and j (i, j, k are nonnegative integers), we have 
c (i),.(a+i+j),,(i-r-.)i_r(i+j-r)!(2i+j-2k)! = i~*8k (r-k)!(2i+j-2r)!(2i+j-r-k+1),-k ’ 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (continued). So, if we put s = i- k (fixed) and u = i-r, u = r - k 
(u,u>O), and move the left-hand side to the right, Lemma 1.3 can be rewritten as 
follows. 0 
Lemma 1.4. For any nonnegative integers s and j, we have 
S 
= 0 (c( + s +.Mu - 4 v (2u+j),(u+s+j+l), =l. u+v=s 
U>O. “SO 
Proof of Lemma 1.4. Put 
We prove F(cr; s,j) = 1 
in M of degree at most s. 
s= 1, 
F(cr; 1,j) = 
1 0 l-a, /l\a+j+l 0 2+jf\l)2+j’ 
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by induction on s. First we note that F(cr; s,j) is a polynomial 
In the case of s=O, Lemma 1.4 trivially holds. In the case of 
Assume F(a; l,j)= 1 for all lcs. To prove F(a; s,j)= 1, it is sufficient to show 
F(k;s,j)=l for k=l,2,...,s and k=-(s+j) 
since F(q s, j) is a polynomial of degree at most s. 
If we admit Claim 1.5 below, then, by induction hypothesis, we have 
F(s+l;k-l,j)=l; so, F(k;s,j)=l for k=l,2 ,..., s. Since 
F(-(s+j);s,j)= 0 s (S+s+j)s=l 0 (j + 2s), ’ 
we have the result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (conclusion). The proof of Lemma 1.4 concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 0 
Claim 1.5. 
F(k;s,j)=F(s+l;k-1,j) for k=l,2 ,..., s. 
Proof. The left-hand side of the claim is: 
S c 0 (k + s +jMu - 4, u+v=s v (2u+j),(u+s+j+l),’ 
UBO, vzo 
If U>,k then (U-k),=O, and if u<k then (u-k),=(-l)‘(k-l),; hence, we have 
k-l 
Since 
(k+s+jL =(k+s+j)(k+s+j-l)...(k+j+u+l) 
(s+u+j+ 1),-U (s+u+j+l)(s+u+j)...(2u+j+2) 
(1) 
(k-t-s+j)...(s+u+j+2) 
= (k+j+u)...(2U+j+2) 
(k+s+j)/c-1-u 
=(k+j+U),-,-,’ 
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(1) is equal to 
k-l 
c 
u=o 
&+S+j)k-l-u 
(k+j+U),-,-#U+j),’ (2) 
On the other hand, the right-hand side of the claim is: 
(s+l-k-l+j),(k-l-o-(S+l))k-l-v 
(2(k-~-v)+j)k-,-,(k-1+(k-~-u)+j+1),’ 
If we put u= k- 1 -v, the above expression is equal to 
(S+k+j)k-I-.(U-S---1), 
(h+j),(k-l+U+j+l),-,-, 
Note that 
(U-~-l),=(z4-s--_)(U-s-2)~~~(1-s)(-s) 
=(-l)“s(s-1)*~*(s-(U-1))=(-l)“(s),. 
Comparing (2) with the above, we obtain the claim. 0 
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